A measurement technique of hydrodynamic load of internal waves in a stratified tank was developed. By means of accurately measuring slight variations of internal wave forces exerted on a slender body in the tank, their interaction characteristics were determined. It is shown that through establishing the similarity between the model scale in the stratified fluid tank and the full scale in the numerical simulation the obtained measurement results of internal wave forces are confirmed to be correct.
Introduction
A series of surveys have also proved some important facts that the large-amplitude internal soliton with abruptly strong current can bring about destructions to oil-gas exploitation equipments at sea and disasters to submerged vehicles. The theory and methods for interactions of linear or nonlinear water waves with objects in the homogeneous fluid have been widely applied in the density stratification fluid, so that many hydrodynamic properties of interactions of internal waves with bodies have been revealed. Recently, great progress in both theory and application for interactions of large-amplitude internal waves with objects has been made [1] . Wei et al. developed an edge-layer theory in the stratified fluid [2] , which was proposed in the homogenous fluid by Sugimoto et al., and analytically described nonlinear characteristics of both transmitted and reflected internal solitary waves on *Gang Wei. Tel.: +86-025-80830660. E-mail address: weigangweigang12@163.com a submerged floating barrier. Cai et al. [3] calculated the force and torque exerted by internal solitons in shear flows on cylindrical piles using the in-situ measured data and showed that this action is one of the serious threats against the security of ocean engineering structures.
The physical simulation in laboratory is an indispensable method for investigating marine environment and internal waves, and is also a reliable means of safety evaluation in the field of naval architecture and ocean engineering. The quantitative measurement of interactions between internal wave and architectural object is currently facing a major difficulty in model experiments. Although progress has been made in the associated techniques and methods [4] , the measuring error of internal wave forces in laboratory is still very large. Because the cross section of the stratified fluid tank is too small to confine the size of testing model, the interaction between the internal wave and the model is very weak. At present, it is not possible to provide the reliable test data of hydrodynamic forces due to internal solitary waves with large amplitude in model experiments, so both efficient estimation and reliable analysis of the influence of actual internal waves on underwater architectural objects are always restricted.
In this study, we will work on establishing a measurement system for internal wave loads in our stratified fluid tank and finding out hydrodynamic forces of internal waves exerted on a submerged slender body. Furthermore we will verify the reliability of the model-scale experiments in the stratified tank through comparison with the full-scale numerical simulations.
Measurement system and method
The principle of measuring internal wave forces is sketched in Figure 1 . The relevant experiments were still conducted in the present tank, in which the new wave-maker and the wedge-shaped absorbing-wave device were installed at the upstream and downstream ends of the tank respectively. The force-measuring sensor was connected to the test model through a sword-shaped rigid rod functioning as force -transferring portion of the system. The model fixed in horizon was a slender gyral-body of 80.0 cm in length and 9.0 cm in diameter respectively. A threecomponent force-measuring sensor was used to measure the force or torque exerted by internal waves on the model, and three corresponding non-dimension parameters were calculated as follows: According to the actual varying loads of the internal wave in the tank, we customized the special force-measuring sensor with small range and high precision, which could measure simultaneously the three components involving horizontal force, vertical force and vertical toque. The Spider8 processor made in Germany and the special software were employed in the signal collecting and amplifying circuit module, which was of good reliability, high precision and rapid speed. The non-uniformly loading or unloading counterweight method was used in our calibration system, so the measuring error of the system could be eliminated effectively and the relation between actual forces and output signals could be determined accurately.
Characteristics of internal wave forces on the model

Internal wave forces on the model at different positions of depth
An internal solitary wave of depression with an amplitude of 7.0 cm was generated under the typical stratification condition of 1 1/ 8 h D The main characteristics of horizontal and vertical forces and vertical torque were concluded as follows : (a) When an internal soliton passed through the model placed above the wave, or at the interface, or across the wave respectively, the horizontal direction of internal wave forces was changed from rightward to leftward (i.e. the model moved forward and then backward) and the magnitude of the forces decreased successively. When the model was placed at different depths under the wave, the horizontal direction of the force was changed from leftward to rightward (i.e. the model moved backward and forward), its magnitude increased gradually and reached a maximum and then fell to zero with the depth increment.
(b) When the soliton passed through the model placed above the wave, or at the interface, or across the wave respectively, the vertical direction of the forces was mainly downward (i.e. the model moved downward) and their magnitudes increased gradually, in which the maximum value appeared in the crossing position. When the model was placed at different depths under the wave, the force direction always kept downwards and its magnitude decreased rapidly with the depth increment. 
Wave forces for different amplitudes of internal solitons
Under the typical stratification condition of 1 h D 1/16 and 1 2 0.973, the model position was kept at the depth of s z -5cm (i.e. at the interface) and the internal solitons with different amplitudes of 5.1cm -12.0cm were generated. The records of internal wave force (or torque) vs. time were given in Figure 3 . It is seen that the force components have those characteristics similar to the previous analyses but their magnitudes increased obviously with increasing the amplitude of internal waves. Especially, the vertical force was about an order of magnitude greater than the horizontal one. So the vertical action downward became the dominant characteristic with the increase of amplitude of the internal soliton. Because the variation of vertical forces (or torque) depended on the model's position relative to the internal soliton, their uncertain change of direction and magnitude with the increasing wave amplitude potentially resulted in the significant influence on the movement stability of a suspended slender body. 
Measurement validity of the internal wave force on the model
It is very difficult to collect the information of internal soliton load on an architectural objects in the real ocean. On the other hand, it is possible that the full-scale numerical model can be solved by use of the modern CFD technology. Thus the numerical simulation is at present a possible choice for testing our measurement validity in laboratory. The numerical results of the internal soliton load on the submerged body of prototype size in the twolayer fluid system have been obtained by Fu et al [5] using the numerical internal wave tank technique based on the Navier-Stokes equation. Table 1 .
Name Similarity Name Similarity According to the similarity principle of fluid mechanics, the rule that the model sizes in laboratory were converted into the prototype sizes in numerical simulation was proposed as shown in Table 1 . It is seen that the experimental results of both horizontal and vertical forces vs. time are consistent very well with the numerical simulations as shown in Figure 4 . It implies a definite confirmation of the measurement validity of internal wave forces exerted on the testing-model in the tank. It should also be pointed out that the dominating error came from the difference of density stratification models between in the real tank and in the numerical tank. In the former the continuous density pycnocline model was taken, but in the latter the discrete two-layer fluid model was used.
Concluding remarks
The internal soliton characteristics in the stratified fluid with a continuous pycnocline and its interaction with a submerged slender body have been investigated experimentally. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:
(1) According to the actual varying loads exerted by internal waves on the model in the stratified tank, the forcemeasuring system with high precision and high sensitivity has been made. By means of the quantitative measurement of internal wave forces on a slender body, the force characteristics depending on large-amplitude internal solitary waves and the model position in depth have been obtained.
(2) According to the similarity principle of fluid mechanics, the analytical method of the similarity between the model scale in the stratified fluid tank and the full scale in numerical wave tank has been developed. It is shown that the measurements of internal wave forces on the submerged slender body in our experiments are confirmed to be correct.
